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The Army Law College, Pune is resolved to offer an
enriched platform through the 'Quest Indicia National
Moot Court Competition' for budding lawyers to hone
their inner quest for truth and justice. 

The 'Quest Indicia' with its ever-evolving meaning stands
for the 'search for a distinguishing evidential mark to
substantiate proposition and lead towards justice'. 

India is the cradle of civilisations with its philosophy of
seeking and sustaining truth and it is the underlying light
of our 'Quest Indicia'. We shall strive to shape rational
minds through such academic contests and nurture the
scientific temper in all aspects of legal education. We are
'On march to glory' to transform the world with truth,
justice and co-existence.

‘Mooting’ is what every law student must take pride in as
it connects them to a real court experience. Army Law
College, Pune strives to instill this emotion in students
and to further provide a platform to hone their advocacy
skills, we are proudly organizing ‘QUEST INDICIA’ 2ND
NATIONAL MOOT COURT COMPETITION, 2023 from 25th -
26th March 2023.
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Through this Competition, we wish to provide students with
a thriving and rewarding experience to develop the ability
to identify the legal issue from a factual scenario,
conducting thorough research to advance arguments,
drafting written submissions, and finally, the grueling orals
before eminent judges. It will be our endeavor to create this
atmosphere of invigorating intellectual challenges and the
opportunity to learn court craft through simulated
experiences in this Competition. Our main goal is to create a
strong tradition of successful mooting for years to come.
Hence, we are looking forward to hosting your team in our
Competition!

We cordially invite students from across the country to our
campus and be a part of our second edition of National
Moot Court Competition, 2023.
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Army Law College, Pune was established in July 2018
with the noble objective of imparting the quality legal
education to the children of our brave, patriotic &
selfless Army Personnel. The College is governed and
managed by Army Welfare Education Society (AWES).
The location of the college is serene and ideal for
educational institute.

It is affiliated to Savitribai Phule Pune University
(SPPU) which has been ranked 10th in the 2019
National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF). Army
Law College, Pune is approved by the Bar Council of
India and the Government of Maharashtra. It offers a
five-year integrated B.B.A, LL. B with a student intake
of 60 seats (Exclusively for children of Army
Personnel).

Our vision is "To create employable, practice-ready and
ethical lawyers equipped with knowledge, skills, values and
global competence”.
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Army Law College, Pune's Moot Court Society (MCS) is
entrusted with the responsibility of administering and
facilitating all Mooting-related activities at ALC, Pune.
It upholds the high-standards of excellence that the
College has set for itself in the field of Mooting.

The Society is named 'Dharamishta' which means, the
one who walks on the path of righteousness, truth,
karma and dharma. Thus, it promotes students'
participation in Moot Competitions and hosts sessions
on various aspects of mooting which range from
introduction to mooting, use of research operators,
tenets of legal reading and research, interpretation of
statutes, moot demonstrations, drafting a moot
problem, drafting a memorandum, formatting a
memorandum and mechanics of oral advocacy.

Faculty-in-charge Asst. Prof. Priyanka Unde guides the
Convener, Ms. Swati Jhajhria (5th Year), Co-convener Ms.
Deepsea Chakraborty (4th Year) and members of the society
to spreadawareness about mooting and conduct related
activities.
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Army Law College, Pune organized the 1st Virtual National
Moot Court Competition from 8th January to 9th January,
2022. The Inauguration Ceremony was attended by Principal
Dr. Shashikant Hajare, Col. (Retd.) A.K. Pandey (Registrar), Dr.
Pratapsinh Salunke, and Dr. Amit Kashyap, Faculty-In-charge,
Moot Court Society, ALC Pune, and other faculty members.

The Chief Guest for the Inaugural Ceremony was Senior
Advocate Dushyant Dave, Supreme Court and former
President of Supreme Court Bar Association for three years.
During his Inaugural address, he emphasized on developing
reading habits, referring and relying more on physical books
and newspapers rather than on the virtual resources. He
announced a jaw-dropping sponsorship of Rs. 6 Lakhs for the
Competition; Rs. 3 Lakhs for the Winning team, Rs. 2 Lakhs for
Runner-up team, and Rs. 1 Lakh for 2nd Runners Up. In
furtherance, Sir also made a donation of Rs. 10 Lakhs to our
College after being impressed with the smooth execution of the
Competition.

After fierce competition, Central University of South Bihar,
Gaya comprising Aditi Tomar, Aashish Ranjan, and Kishan
Kumar backed the 1st Position and received a Cash Prize of Rs.
3,40,000.
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WINNING TEAM:
Quest Indicia Trophy + ₹40,000/- 
and
Adv. Dushyant Dave Excellence Trophy
 

RUNNERS UP TEAM:
Quest Indicia ALC Memento 

and  ₹25,000/-

BEST MEMORIAL AWARD: 
Quest Indicia ALC Memento 

and ₹5,000/-

BEST SPEAKER AWARD:
Quest Indicia ALC Memento
and ₹5,000/-

BEST RESEARCHER AWARD:
Quest Indicia ALC Memento 

and ₹5,000/-

2ND RUNNERS UP TEAM:
Quest Indicia ALC Memento 
and ₹10,000/-
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“Administrator” shall mean the Faculty of Law, Army Law College
and Moot Court Committee of Army Law College, Pune.
“Clarifications” shall mean any questions, inquires or doubts sent by
a registered team (after final registration) to the organizers seeking
any factual clarification(s) in the Moot Problem. The clarifications, if
any, provided by the college shall be considered as if it were a part
of the Moot Proposition and shall have no individual significance.
“Competition” means "Quest Indicia-2nd National Moot Court
Competition, 2023".
“Institution” means any recognized law School/College or University.
“Participating Team” means the team which has registered itself for
the competition as per the rules for registration of Army Law
College, Pune.
“Participating Institution” shall be presumed to be the parent
institution of the participating teams. From each institute only one
team can represent the institute. 
“Organizer” means the Faculty of Law, Army Law College, Pune
“Rebuttals” refer to those arguments/questions that the
complainant may raise at the end of the main pleadings of all the
Orators. This shall be replied to in the appropriate manner by the
Respondent.
“Written Submission” means the memorandum of written
submissions submitted by any Team Organizer.
"Organizing Committee” means the Moot Court Committee
hereinafter referred to as MOC or MCC.
“MEC” means Memorial Evaluation Committee.

INTRODUCTION

Short Title: These Rules shall bear the title “Quest Indicia - 2nd National
Moot Court Competition Rules 2023 - Rules and Regulations"

Definitions: Unless otherwise stated following shall be construed as
under–
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The participating institutions must register by filling the form
annexed herein  on or before 21st February, 2023 by 11.59 pm and
sending a scanned copy of the same to alcmcs2018@gmail.com.
The first 20 teams shall be allowed to participate on a first-come-
first-serve basis and 3 teams will be kept reserve in case any team
from first 20 teams withdraw from participation then reserve team
will be offered with the vacant team position. 
To confirm participation, teams of every Institution should register
themselves with the Registration forms duly signed by the heads of
the institution.

I. ELIGIBILITY AND TEAM COMPOSITIONS

Only one team from each participating college shall be registered for
the competition. Each team shall comprise of three members (two
Speakers and one Researcher). 

NOTE - No faculty member, coach, observer, or a designated observer
or fourth member is allowed to accompany the team, and neither will be
allowed to join the teams during their visit for the physical rounds.
Participation is restricted to bona fide law students either enrolled in
the 3-year LLB Course or the 5-year Integrated Law Course.

II. LANGUAGE 

The official working language of 'Quest Indicia 2nd National Moot Court
Competition, 2023' shall be only English.

 
III. DRESS CODE

 
The dress code for the oral rounds shall be advocate's attire, i.e., Black
and White combination, including Blazer/ Tie (name of the team/college
should NOT be displayed).

IV. REGISTRATION
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The payment of registration fees will be through NEFT. The details of
NEFT will be shared with the selected teams through email.
Any registration form received without the receipt of the payment
shall not be considered for the final registration.
Any form received after the last day of registration will not be
allowed.
The teams shall be solely responsible for any delay caused due to
delay in receipt of Registration Form.
Registration fee once paid shall not be refunded.

Registration Fees: 
(a) Rs. 3000/- per team without Accommodation
(b) Rs. 7500/- per team with Accommodation.                                                                               

V. CHANGE IN TEAM COMPOSITION 
 

Any change in team composition will not be entertained after the
registration.

In case of any unforeseen contingency where it becomes imperative to
change the team competition, the participating team shall send an email
regarding the same to the Administrator and MCC containing the
compelling reason for the change. However, the change in the
composition shall be done at the discretion of the MCC.

VI. CLARIFICATIONS 
 

The participating teams may seek clarifications on the official moot
proposition by sending an email to (alcmcs2018@gmail.com) latest by
5th March, 2023 (05:00 hrs. IST).

NOTE: Any clarification via any other medium will not be entertained
and shall not be taken into consideration.
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VII. STRUCTURE OF THE COMPETITION 
 

The competition shall comprise of six stages -

Stage I shall be the submission of memorials. The results of this round shall
be based on the evaluation of memorials and the team scoring highest shall
get the Best Memorial Award.

Stage II shall be the researcher’s test and researcher scoring highest shall
get the Best Researcher Award.

Stage III shall be preliminary rounds in which each team shall be given
chance to present both the sides. 

Stage IV shall be Quarter - Finals in which only Eight Teams scoring the
highest cumulative score in Preliminary rounds shall be presenting any one
side decided based on draw of lots.

Stage V shall be Semi- Finals in which only four teams scoring the highest
cumulative score in Quarter Finals shall be presenting any one side decided
based on draw of lots.

Stage VI shall be Finals in which the winner from each court room in semi-
finals shall be presenting any one side decided based on draw of lots. The
winning team of finals shall be the winners, the other finalists shall be runner
up and among the other two semi-finalists the team having higher score shall
be 2nd runner up.

VIII. MEMORIAL AND EVALUATION
 

Each team must prepare Memorials for both the sides to the dispute i.e., the
Petitioner(s) and the Respondent(s) as the case may be. 

The rules regarding the Memorial are stated as under:

The Memorial shall not contain any form of identification of the participating
institution apart from the Team Code. If any such identification or mark,
symbol, etc. which has the effect of identifying the team is found on the
Memorial, the same shall result in instant disqualification of the participating
team.
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The Memorials shall be submitted both in soft and hard copy
formats. Each Team shall submit the soft copies of the Memorials, in
“pdf” format on or before 12th March, 2023 not later than 11:59 pm
[IST] by emailing the same to (alcmcs2018@gmail.com) with the
subject of the mail being "Memorial Submission - 'Team code'".
Submission of four (4) hardcopies each of Petitioner and
Respondent Memorials shall physically reach Army Law College,
Pune on or before 17th March, 2023.
The file name of the electronic copies of the memorial must contain
only the team code and the side being being represented in the
following format. Example - For Team Code O1 shall be "TCO1-P" and
"TC01-R", wherein 'P' stands for Petitioner Memorial and 'R' for
Respondent Memorial. 
A penalty of one (1) mark shall be levied in case the Memorials  are
submitted in any other format or as multiple files by the Team at the
time of submission of the soft copies of the memorials.
The team submitting their ‘Memorials’ after the last date of the
submission shall stand “disqualified” from the competition.

Memorial Structure: The Memorial must contain the following
contents in the order as stated below:

The ‘team code’ in the upper right-hand corner.
The ‘name’ and ‘year’ of the Competition.
The name of the case (Case Title).
The ‘side’ for which the Memorial has been prepared. 
Name of the ‘forum’ adjudicating the dispute.
Table of Contents

Specific Guidelines for Memorial Submission:

Guidelines for Formatting:

A. Cover Page – The Cover Page must be BLUE for the Petitioner and
RED for the Respondent. A penalty of 1 (One) mark per side shall be
levied in case the team uses the wrong cover page in their Memorial. The
Cover Page of the Memorial must contain the following information:
 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Team Code: The team code must be ascribed to the top right corner
of the cover page. The code must be succeeded by the side for which
the Memorial is prepared. The teams must use “P” for Petitioner and
“R” for Respondent. For instance, in the case of Team Code being TC-
01, the team must write “TC01-P” in case of Memorial for ‘Petitioner’
and “TC01-R” in case of Memorial for ‘Respondent’.

Margin: The Memorial must maintain an equal margin of 1 inch on all
sides.

B. List of Abbreviations

C. Index of Authorities: The Index of Authorities must list all the
authorities cited in the Memorial.

D. Statement of Jurisdiction

E. Statement of Facts: The Statement of Facts must contain a concise    
 statement of the relevant facts to the dispute. As far as may be, the
Statement of Facts should be limited to the stipulated facts and
legitimate inferences which can be drawn from those facts. Statement of
Facts shall not exceed 2 pages. 

F. Issues Raised

G. Summary of Arguments: The summary of arguments should contain a
summary of the substance of the arguments, and should not merely be
the production of the various headings and sub-headings of arguments.
The Summary of Arguments shall not exceed 2 pages.

H. Pleadings/Arguments Advanced: All legal arguments must be limited
to the Pleadings/Arguments Advanced section of the Memorial. The
Pleadings/Arguments Advanced must not exceed 25 pages. [Note: Non-
compliance will result in a penalty of 2 marks for each exceeded page.]

I. The Prayer shall not exceed 1 page.
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S.No. CRITERIA MARKS

1 Originality 20

2 Knowledge of Law and Facts 20

3 Analysis 20

4 Structure, Language and Grammar 15

5 Extent and Use of Research 15

6 Correct Format and Citation 10

QUEST INDICIA,  2023QUEST INDICIA,  2023

Basic compliance for Memorial: The Memorial (including the
preliminary pages and excluding the cover page) shall adhere to the
following mandatory specifications: Paper size: A4, Font type: Times
New Roman, Font size: 12, Line spacing: 1.5, Body of text: Justified.
[Note: Non-compliance will result in a penalty of 02 marks for each
side of the written submission.]

Footnotes: The footnotes must be in font type: Times New Roman,
Font size: 10, Line spacing: 1.0, Paragraph spacing: 0, no additional
space between 2 footnotes and body of text and Justified with a
Uniform Style of Citation (Bluebook, 21st Edition) to be strictly
followed throughout the Memorial. [Note: Non-compliance will result
in a penalty of 1 (One) mark per page.]

Header and Footer: The font used for the header/footer, if any, shall
be Times New Roman, size 10 with single spacing.

Marking criteria for the Memorial(s) submitted by the Teams:
Memorial from each side shall carry a total of 100 marks. The written
submissions shall be marked on the parameters which are laid down
as under:
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The exchange of Memorial for the Preliminary Round shall take place
on 25th March 2023. The memorial exchange for the advanced round
of competition(s) shall take place at least 1 (One) hour prior to the
conduct of the advanced rounds (Quarter- Finals, Semi Finals and
Finals).
Teams are prohibited from making any remarks on the opponent’s
Memorial, thus, exchanged. Teams are also prohibited from making
any copies of the opponent’s memorial, electronically or otherwise.

Preliminary Round
Memorial Marks
Application of legal principles
(Note: There shall be two preliminary rounds, in which each team
shall be given a chance to present both the sides.)
Quarter Finals 
Memorial marks.
Response to the queries of the Court.
Semi Finals 
Memorial marks.
Response to the queries of the Court.

All relevant case laws and statutory material and other evidence
based on which the participants are going to present and
substantiate their arguments may be submitted before the Bench
during the Oral Rounds of arguments in the form of a ‘Compendium’.
Participants shall ensure that anonymity is not violated while passing
on any material to the Bench. If any mark, name, seal, symbol or logo
of their institution/college/university is present, participants must
ensure that the same is rendered unrecognizable.

IX. EXCHANGE OF MEMORIAL 

X. TIE BREAKER
 

In the event of tie between the marks of two teams, following criteria
shall be considered in order of their mentioning:

1.

2.

3.

 
 

XI. COMPENDIUM 
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The Researchers’ Test shall be conducted on 25th March 2023.
The test shall be for duration of sixty (60) minutes only.
The test shall consist of objective questions based on 
General Principles of the Statement of Facts, matter(s) of Law involved
in the Moot Problem and General Principles of National and
International Law. The Researchers’ Test shall test the knowledge of the
laws involved as well as the factual details of the Moot Problem and the
application of the relevant laws to the circumstances in the Moot
Problem.
No notes, bare acts, books or any other material or electronic aid shall
be permitted during the Researchers’ Test.
ONLY the Researcher as mentioned in the Registration Form shall be
eligible to appear for the test.

Preliminary Round
Quarter Final Round
Semi Final Round
Final Round

The time split between the speakers must be communicated to the
Court Room Master prior to the commencement of each Round. Once
so informed, these timings shall not be changed.
Use of any electronic gadgets is not permitted during the course of oral
proceedings.
Teams shall not disclose, in any manner whatsoever, for the entire
duration of the Rounds, either their own individual identities or the
identity of the institution that they represent, even if asked by the
judges.
Teams can pass on compendium of the sources they cite in their
Memorials if so permitted by the judges.
In case of absence of any team or failure of any team to reach in any of
the oral submissions round will render disqualification of the team for
that round. In such a case, their opponent shall make their oral
submissions ex parte and the calculations shall be made accordingly.

XII. RESEARCHERS’ TEST

XIII. FORMAT OF THE COMPETITION AND ORAL ARGUMENTS 
 

The Competition is divided into 4 rounds:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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The oral arguments should be confined to the issues presented in the
memorial. Discrepancies shall not be permitted.
The researcher may sit with the speakers during the oral submissions.
However, No Researcher of any Team shall be permitted to address the
Panel.
Evaluation* shall be done on the basis of following criteria:

There shall be two preliminary rounds on 25th March, 2023 and every
team shall be given the opportunity to argue on each side.
The Draw of Lots for the Preliminary rounds shall be drawn by the Moot
Court Committee on 25th March, 2023 and the opponent memorial
shall be exchange to the respective teams by 25th March, 2023. 

 

*Any Team which violates any of the Rules with respect to the Oral
Pleading Sessions would be penalized. The decision of the Bench shall be

final in this regard.

PRELIMINARY ROUND 

 

S.NO. CRITERIA MARKS

1 ARTICULATION OF ISSUES 20

2
PRESENTATION SKILLS AND CITATION 

OF AUTHORITIES
20

3 COURT MANNERISMS 20

4 APPLICATION OF LEGAL PRINCIPLES 20

5 RESPONSE TO THE QUERIES OF COURT 20

QUEST INDICIA,  2023QUEST INDICIA,  2023
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Each team shall get a total of 25 minutes to present their case and shall
include the time for ‘Rebuttal’ and ‘Surrebuttal’.
 Any extension of time beyond the specified period shall be subject to
the discretion of the judges.
The division of time between the speakers is the discretion of the team
members, subject to a maximum of 12 minutes for one speaker.
At the end of the preliminary rounds, the top 8 teams will qualify for the
Quarter Finals. The top 8 teams will be selected on the basis of scores.

The Quarter Finals will be held after the completion of the preliminary
rounds on 25th March, 2023. The Quarter Finals shall be knock-out
round. A team will be credited with a win in the Quarter Finals if their
total marks are higher than its opponent’s team.
The side to be presented by the team shall be determined by way of
draw of lots with the teams picking the lots after the completion of the
preliminary rounds.
Each team shall get a total time of 30 minutes to present their case and
shall include the time for ‘Rebuttal’ and ‘Surrebuttal’.
The division of time between the speakers is the discretion of the team
members, subject to a maximum of 15 minutes for one speaker.

The Semi-Finals will be held on 26th March, 2023.
The Semi-Finals shall be knock-out round. A team will be credited with a
win in the Semi-Finals if their total marks are higher than its opponent’s
team.
The side to be presented by the team shall be determined by way of
draw of lots with the teams picking the lots after the completion of
quarter-finals Rounds.
Each team shall get a total of 40 minutes to present their case. This
time will include the time for ‘Rebuttal’ and ‘Surrebuttal’.
The division of time between the speakers is the discretion of the team
members, subject to a maximum of 20 minutes for one speaker.
The winner of each courtroom fixture i.e., 2 Teams from the semi-final
round shall proceed to the final round.

 

QUARTER FINALS 

SEMI FINALS 

QUEST INDICIA,  2023QUEST INDICIA,  2023
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The top two Teams from the Semi-Final Round shall qualify for the final
round. It shall be a knock out round, where the side for pleading shall be
determined on the basis of draw of lots.
The maximum time for arguments shall be the same as in the Semi-
finals.
The Winner of the Final Round shall be declared the winner of the
Competition.

Intake/use/even mere possession of any prohibited substances (e.g.
cigarettes/alcoholic/narcotic substances) is strictly banned during their
stay throughout the competition. 
 All the Participants shall be responsible for orderly conduct during the
competition. They shall mandatorily observe all rules and regulations
that they are subjected to from time to time as per the orders of the
Organizers of Army Law College, Pune. 
Violation of any such directives/rules/guidelines shall result in severe
penal action to the extent of barring the respective institution from
participating in any events organized by Army Law College and
additional state prosecution may also follow.

Student Counsel may introduce him/herself to the court in the usual
manner and may also state their names. However, the team's college
affiliation shall not be indicated to the judges at any time.
Further, all team members shall refrain from identifying a team's
college at any time and in any manner, including, but not limited to,
wearing any identifying items (such as college clothing, ties, badges,
patches, or pins) or carrying/showing material (such as books with a
college logo or college seal, among others).

 
FINAL ROUND 

XIV. DISCIPLINARY ACTION
 

XV. ANONYMITY 
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The participants are expected to behave in a dignified manner and not
cause any unnecessary inconvenience to the organizers. 
Deference to the Judges of the Moot Court Competition is expected to
be maintained in the Courtroom.
The Organizers reserve the right to take appropriate action for any
unethical, unprofessional, or immoral conduct.

Scouting is strictly prohibited. Scouting by the speakers, Researchers or
any other person affiliated with a team will lead to an instant
disqualification of such team.
Scouting is found to have committed if any person affiliated with the
team witness, hear, observe etc. of the oral submission of any team
other than it is participating or reading the memorial of a team except
its own or the memorial obtained on account of exchange of memorials

The Organizer's decision as regards the interpretation of rules or any
other matter related to the competition will be final.
If there is any situation, which is not contemplated in the rules, the
Organizer's decision on the same shall be final.

 
XVI. GENERAL ETIQUETTE

 

XVII. SCOUTING 
 

 
 

XVIII. DISCLAIMER
 

The material in the Moot Court proposition is not intended to and does not
attempt to resemble any incident or any person living or dead. All material
in the problem is fictitious and any resemblance to any incident or person,

if any, is not intended, but merely coincidental. 
 
 

XIX. INTERPRETATION OF RULES
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S.NO. EVENT DATES

1 Publication of Moot Proposal
11th February, 

2023

2 Last Date for Registration
21st February, 

2023

3
Publication of Selected and 

Reserve Teams
24th February, 

2023

4 Payment of Registration Fees
25th to 27th 

February, 2023

5
Clarification Regarding Moot 

Proposition
5th March, 2023

6
Submission of Memorial [Soft 

Copy]
12th March, 2023

7
Submission of Memorial [Hard

Copy]
17th March, 2023

8 Date of Competition
25th and 26th 
March, 2023

The Organizers reserve the right to vary, alter, modify, or repeal any of
the above rules if so required and as they may deem appropriate at any
time before and/or during the competition.
Any dispute arising in the moot courtrooms during the rounds would be
at the discretion of the presiding officer of the respective courtroom.
In any conflict, the decision of the Principal I/c, Army Law College, Pune
would be final.

IMPORTANT DATES

QUEST INDICIA,  2023QUEST INDICIA,  2023
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1.   Youngistan is a sovereign, socialist, secular, democratic and
republic located in Asia with the highest population in the world,
filled with vast resources of youth, historic values, education and
technological development. The Central Government of Youngistan
has been making consistent efforts for the development of
technology aimed at social upliftment in Youngistan. The present
Prime Minister of Youngistan, Mr. Yogi is a popular leader and has
won the general elections with a thumping majority for four
consecutive terms of 5 years each and has led Youngistan for the last
17 years. He is an avid supporter of advancements in communication
technology and has been actively employed in creating a social
change in Youngistan through the use of information communication
technology. 

2.    In his efforts to develop information communication technology
for the citizens of Youngistan, Prime Minister Mr. Yogi has launched a
National Identity Card (hereinafter mentioned as NIC) for all the
citizens of Youngistan. This National Identity Card was made
mandatory for all the citizens for the purpose of proving their
identity and availing facilities and services provided by
Governmental and semi-governmental institutions. The NIC is
inscribed with a unique barcode for each citizen and at the time of
issuance, the bio-metric data of the citizens was collected in the form
of eye-retina, blood group and fingerprints. 

3.    The Government of Youngistan had created and rolled out the
NIC through its agency known as National Advanced Measures
Organization (hereinafter mentioned as NAMO), which was created
under the National Advanced Measures Organization Establishment
Act. The NAMO is functioning as an agency to collect, record,
preserve and maintain the data of all the citizens of Youngistan and

quest indicia,  2023quest indicia,  2023
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issue NICs. The NAMO is also responsible for data protection and
providing services for amendment, cancellation or alteration in the
applications of the citizens in case of any requirement or mistake.

4.   People of Youngistan are very active on various social media
platforms, especially “Connect”. Connect is an international Social
Media Network registered in the United States of America with it’s
highest number of users present in Youngistan. Connect is popular in
Youngistan because it provides a platform for sharing of images,
videos, voice, video and text messages through an App-based
platform on mobiles which is also available on a web-based platform
to ensure accessibility from laptops and computers. 

5.     In Youngistan, there is a group which rallies against the present
Prime Minister Mr. Yogi’s work, which goes by the name of “Aawam”
and is indirectly supported by the opposition party of Youngistan,
one Secular Party of Youngistan (hereinafter mentioned as SPY).
Krishnayya is a young student pursuing his Masters in Law who is also
an active member of Aawam. 

6.     It is pertinent to note here that, Indu is the religion of majority of
people of Youngistan. There are ethnic and religious conflicts
between the Indu, the majority religion, which is about 76% of the
population and Esah, a religion which has the second largest
population, about 20% of the population of Youngistan. 

7.      Raghav Mhatre, an Indu religious leader was born in the United
States of America, to an Indu Religious Priest Ram Mhatre. Raghav
Mhatre was, at the relevant point of time, completing his Doctoral
Studies in “Culture and Ethnic Understandings of Indu religion
practised abroad” at a reputed international university in the United
States of America. In January 2021, Raghav Mhatre posted on
Connect a critique which condemned the practices and customs of
the Esah. 
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8.    The post made by Raghav Mhatre created a huge controversy in
the State of Maratha and in several other states across Youngistan,
and FIRs were registered under Sec. 66A of the Information
Technology Act, 2000 against Raghav Mhatre. Raghav Mhatre was
arrested from his native home in the city of Combay located in the
state of Maratha in pursuance of one FIR filed in Kaney Police Station
of Combay. Raghav Mhatre sought to be released on bail but the
multiplicity of proceedings made his securing a favourable order very
difficult. Ultimately, after the Hon’ble Supreme Court intervened, the
FIRs from Combay, Nelli, Utkala, Uty, Godai, etc. were clubbed
together and the matter was directed to be heard and disposed off in
Combay, where it continues till date. Furthermore, Raghav Mhatre
was granted conditional bail and has since not been allowed to leave
the state of Maratha without the permission of the Magistrate. 

9.   In the meanwhile, Krishnnayya and his fellow members created
fake accounts on Connect and started sending threatening messages
to Raghav Mhatre. Raghav Mhatre approached the local authorities
and the local state police arrested a few activists of Awaam. This
trend of creating fake accounts of Connect caught the eye of the
newspapers and it’s wide usage by anti-social elements to commit
different crimes was looked down on. 

10.  To avoid such social media based crimes and in order to regulate
anti-social activities over the social media, the Government of
Youngistan passed Guidelines which made it mandatory for all the
Social Media Networks to record the information of the First
Originators, that is, the log entries shall be maintained by all the
Social Media Networks of all the subscribers and the same had to be
produced when any investigative agency demands it. Because of this
the Social Media Intermediaries were required to keep records of all
the subscribers and whenever the investigating agency demands,
they would have to produce the records of when, where and by
whom the post or communication on their platform took place. 
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11.   The intermediaries providing services in Youngistan were upset
with these Guidelines and have approached SPY to arrange a
nationwide campaign against the Government. They agitated that the
Guidelines are against the Freedom of Speech and Expression
guaranteed under the Constitution of Youngistan.

12.   Furthermore, the Guidelines also mandated that all citizens of
Youngistan have to upload their NIC with their Social Media Networks
and only after authentication of the account, could they access their
account. For the existing accountholders and subscribers, the
deadline was given of 31st March 2023 to upload their NIC with the
Social Media Networks. The supporters of SPY including Aawam
believe that, this mandatory authentication of NIC will affect the
privacy which is an integral part of fundamental right to life and
personal liberty. 

13.  As a student pursuing his Masters of Law, Krishnayya is
concerned with breach of his liberty and his privacy as he is under
prominent threat of arrest for agitating against Raghav Mhatre. He is
of the opinion that there is a possibility of breach of privacy of the
individual if the NAMO discloses the personal information or data to
any third party negligently, which might cause irreparable damage to
the NIC holder in Youngistan.

14.   Krishnayya filed a RTI application against NAMO to know whether
they are Body Corporate within the meaning of Sec. 43A of the
Information Technology Act and are liable for any loss caused due to
wrong disclosure or negligence by NAMO to any third party. In
response to this, NAMO Information Officer replied to Krishnayya
that they are not ‘Body Corporate’ within Sec. 43A of Information
Technology Act, 2000. 
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15.  In the midst of all this, Raghav Mhatre challenged his arrest under
Sec. 66A of the Information Technology Act in the Supreme Court of
Youngistan as the said provision has been declared unconstitutional
and subsequently been quashed many years ago. Raghav Mhatre also
challenged the Guidelines that mandates the uploading and
authentication of NIC for using of Social Media Networks. 

16.  Krishnayya challenged the validity of Guidelines passed by the
Central Government of Youngistan regarding the mandate to upload
the NIC on Social Media Networks in Supreme Court of Youngistan.
Krishnayya claims that the NAMO should be declared as Body
Corporate within the provision of Sec. 43A of the Information
Technology Act, 2000. 

17. Similarly, the Social Media Networks including Connect have
moved a petition before the Supreme Court stating that the mandate
of recording the logs of First Originators on the social media
platforms is an arbitrary exercise of administrative power of the
Government of Youngistan and hence has to be declared void. 

18.  The Supreme Court of Youngistan clubbed these matters filed by
Raghav Mhatre, Krishnayya and Social Media Networks including
Connect. The matter is pending before the Supreme Court. 

19.  The laws of Youngistan are in pari materia to the laws of India.

20. For the purposes of the above matters following issues are
framed, but these issues are not exhaustive and the parties may
frame their own additional issues along with the issues listed below: 
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This Moot Problem is specially designed on the request of organizers of the
moot.
The Author’s name is not disclosed for the impartiality and sanctity of the
moot. 
The Author owns the copyright of the moot problem. Any copy, reproduction
or illegal use of the content is subject to legal action. 
The names and references in the moot problem are fictitious and are not
based on any existing and real circumstances. It is created and drafted for
merely academic purpose. Author and the organizers are not responsible for
any loss or damage caused to any person. The intention of the authors and
organizers is not to hurt the emotions or sentiments of any person or group of
persons in any manner. Any similarity of names and circumstances is
incidental and are not intentional. 

(a) Whether the arrest of Raghav Mhatre under Sec. 66A is valid? 

(b) Whether the Intermediary Guidelines passed by the Government
of Youngistan for the disclosure of NIC details, is an arbitrary exercise
of administrative power and a breach of the privacy of the people of
Youngistan?  

(c) Whether provisions of NAMO Act and Intermediary Guidelines
issued by the Government of Youngistan are ultra vires to Article 19
and 21 of the Constitution of Youngistan? 

(d) Whether the NAMO can and should be declared as a Body
Corporate under Sec. 43A of the Information Technology Act, 2000?           

Note
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Email Address: alcmcs2018@gmail.com

CONTACT INFORMATIONCONTACT INFORMATION

HOW TO REACH ALCHOW TO REACH ALC

Nearest Airports: 
Pune Airport (80 mins)
Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj International 
Airport, Mumbai (2 hours, 30 mins)

Nearest Railway Stations: 
Kanhe Phata - Pune-Lonavala Local - 800m 
Talegaon - Pune-Lonavala Local or Deccan 
Express / Deccan Queen - 10 km

FIND US ON GOOGLE MAPS: 

 
Saibaba Seva Dham,

Old Pune-Mumbai National Highway, 
Kanhe, Taluka-Maval, Pune 

Maharashtra, India
Pin Code: 412106

Postal Address:
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IN AND AROUND PUNEIN AND AROUND PUNE

Nestled in the sublime valley of the Sahyadri mountain ranges, ALC
Campus is an experience in itself. 
While with us, the teams competing will be near the fastest growing
educational hub of the country, as well as surrounded by places
which are known for their enriching history in Indian culture and
tourism.

PAWANA LAKE AND DAM, KAMSHET KARLA BUDDHIST CAVES, KARLA 

SINHAGAD FORT, THOPTEWADI SHANIWAR WADA, PUNE

KHANDALA
 NATIONAL WAR MUSEUM AND

MEMORIAL, CAMP
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